LISO Interdisciplinary Ph.D. Emphasis: Requirements Check Sheet

Students pursuing a Ph.D. in the Departments of Communication, Education, Linguistics, or Sociology may add an interdisciplinary emphasis in Language, Interaction, and Social Organization (LISO). Students not in these departments may earn a LISO recognition letter (through LISO, not Grad Division). In addition to the emphasis requirements, students must satisfy the requirements for the Ph.D. in their home department. Work satisfying departmental Ph.D. requirements may also be used to satisfy emphasis requirements.

Student Name/Perm ___________________________ Department ______________

(I) Two forms (available online at <http://www.liso.ucsb.edu>)
- (a) This Requirements Check Sheet (submit to LISO advisor; keep a copy for your own records)
- (b) The Graduate Division Student Petition to add a degree emphasis (submit to Graduate Division)

(II) Satisfaction of LISO requirements

(1) Three quarters of Ed/Ling/Soc 274, Proseminar in LISO (2 units/qtr; 4 units if presenting)
   - qtr/units _____/_____  - qtr/units _____/_____  - qtr/units _____/_____  

(2) Three LISO-approved courses that satisfy both (a) and (b):
   (a) Two courses from the following menu; each course should be from a different department, but not from the student's home department:
      Comm 228, 229  
      Soc 212R, 236, 236I, 236V, 273A  
      - course/qtr _________/_____  - course/qtr _________/_____  

   (b) One approved methods course in any of the four departments:
      Comm 280; Educ 221A, 221B, 221G, 224A, 224B; Ling 212, 230, 273A; Soc 212R, 236V, 273A  
      - course/qtr _________/_____  

(3) One presentation in Educ/Ling/Soc 274, either a research paper or a guided data session:
   - qtr _____  Title _______________________________  Prosem Faculty __________________

(4) A research project supervised by one or more LISO faculty members. Check either (a) or (b):
   _____ (a) Completion of a paper reporting a post-M.A. research project that presents an analysis of interactional data and displays command of the relevant literature. Must be written up in publishable form, though actual publication is not a requirement; or
   _____ (b) Successful defense of a dissertation centrally addressing questions concerning language, interaction, and social organization; at least one member of the student’s qualifying examination and dissertation committee must be a faculty member affiliated with LISO.
      - Project Title ____________________________________________
      - Supervising LISO faculty member ___________________________  Date __________

NOTE: This sheet serves as an advising sheet and as “Petition for Admission to LISO” (to faculty advisor). Students must also submit Graduate Division Petition. For official list of requirements, see General Catalog.